Earth and Space Sciences
Annual Report 2015

Dear Reader,
Welcome back — this is the tenth consecutive year that our department is producing an
annual report of this specific type. Obviously, with more than one hundred hard working full
time employees it is not possible to show you the complete picture. Instead we try to give an
overall summary, including selected results, hoping they will be of interest to you.
Some highlights that have occurred during the year:

Gunnar Elgered,
Head of Department

– we congratulate Wouter Vlemmings, who was appointed full professor in Radio Astronomy
on the 1st of November;
– the optical remote sensing group installed a monitoring station for measuring the emission
from ships at the Great Belt Bridge in Denmark;
– the construction began of the concrete foundations for the twin telescopes at the
observatory;
– the super tide gauge station at the observatory was inaugurated (see next page);
– with financial support from the Chalmers University of Technology Foundation we started
to produce two “Massive Open Online Courses” (MOOCs);
– the group for advanced receiver development installed two new receivers, one in the 20 m
telescope in Onsala and one in the APEX telescope in Chile.
Please continue reading about these and many more activities.
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The Cover
A new state-of-the-art tide gauge station was established at the Onsala Space Observatory.
A goal for the observations, at the fundamental geodetic station, is to measure and model
variations in the Earth’s crust at the millimetre level. This implies, for example, that loading
effects on the crust due to varying masses in the atmosphere and in the ocean must be measured
and understood. The amplitude and phase variations in the local sea level are too complicated
to be interpolated using data from the existing nearby tide gauge stations in Ringhals and in
Gothenburg.
The long term goal is to have continuous time series of sea level observations with an accuracy
of a few millimetres. This called for the construction of a new tide gauge station at the
observatory. The site was designed in a collaboration with the Swedish Meteorological and
Hydrological Institute (SMHI). It has been in continuous operation since the summer of 2015.
SMHI participates in the data quality check and archiving, thereby securing that the data are
suitable for use in future geodynamic research as well as being a high quality station in the
Swedish observational network of the sea level.
Photo: Lars Wennerbäck
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First Degree
and Master’s Studies
Magnus Thomasson,
Vice Head of Department
and responsible for the
undergraduate teaching

Arto Heikkilä,
Head of the
Programme in
Electrical Engineering

The department is active at several levels of teaching: we give courses for students at the Chalmers’
Foundation Year, the three-year engineering programme in Electrical Engineering and five-year
master of engineering programmes in Electrical Engineering, Automation and Mechatronics
Engineering, and Engineering Physics. Most of
our courses are at the master’s level, and many of
them are also open to students at University of
Gothenburg.
In 2015, the department was responsible for
more than 20 courses at Chalmers, plus thesis
projects at the bachelor’s and master’s level. Our
teachers also participated in courses given by
other departments. The subjects range from basic
electrical engineering to courses closely related to
our research in, e.g., astrophysics, remote sensing,
receiver development, and plasma physics. An
important subject is measurement techniques. We
have our own laboratory, which is used exclusively
for teaching and where students get hands-on experience with measurement instruments. Also the
instruments at Onsala Space Observatory are used
in several courses. One example is the small radio
telescope SALSA, which astronomy students use
to observe atomic hydrogen gas in the Milky Way.

The department is involved in two master’s programmes: Physics and Astronomy (together with
the Department of Fundamental Physics, from
2016 the Department of Physics) and Wireless,
Photonics and Space Engineering (with the Department of Microtechnology and Nanoscience).
Two of the department’s teachers are also responsible for education programmes at Chalmers:
Cathy Horellou is Director of the Master’s
Programme in Physics and Astronomy, and Arto
Heikkilä is Head of the Programme in Electrical
Engineering.
Our teaching cooperation with the Department of
Physics at the University of Gothenburg (GU) was
strengthened in 2015, with courses at GU at the
bachelor’s level in basic astronomy and on the solar system given by teachers from our department.
Towards the end of 2015, many teachers from
the department’s Earth science groups were busy
preparing for two MOOCs to be given in February and March of 2016. MOOCs means “Massive
Open Online Courses”, i.e., courses given on the
web and open for anyone in the world. This is further described on the page Public Outreach.

Chalmers courses given during 2015

Cathy Horellou,
Director of the
Master’s Programme
in Physics and
Astronomy

(NB: many of the master’s courses were also open to students at the University of Gothenburg)
A Foundation Year
Physics, part B
Physics project (parts of the course)
Engineering programmes
Electrical engineering
Electrical engineering project
Telecommunication
Degree project in Earth and Space Sciences
Master of Engineering programmes, year 1–3
Bachelor’s thesis in Earth and Space Sciences
Electric circuits and electric power (part of the
course)
Engineering measurements (for Automation and
Mechatronics Engineering)
Engineering measurements (for Electrical
Engineering)
Environmental measurement techniques
High frequency electromagnetic waves
Planetary sciences
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Master’s courses and equivalent
Active microwave circuits (parts of the course)
Astrophysical dynamics
Electromagnetic waves and components
Experimental physics: spectroscopic methods
(parts of the course)
Galaxies and observational cosmology
Image processing
Master’s thesis in Earth and Space Sciences
Microwave engineering (parts of the course)
Millimetre wave and THz technology
Modern astrophysics
Plasma physics with applications
Remote sensing
Radar systems and applications
Radioastronomical techniques and
interferometry
Satellite positioning
Satellite communications
Space science and techniques
Stellar physics
The interstellar medium and star formation

Bachelor’s Thesis Reports
Frida Almqvist, Oskar Bohlin, Katrin Ekström,
Anton Mårtensson, Eirik Seljelid
Development of models for studies of air pollution
Supervisor: David Simpson
Viktor Tengnäs, Andreas Perme,
Filippa Hallqvist, Richard Lan
Estimation of the star formation rate of galaxies
in the young Universe
Supervisors: Kirsten Kraiberg Knudsen and
Lukas Lindroos
Astrid Olivefors, Philip Källström,
Elin Tegehall, Alexander Levinsson
Analysis of HCN emission from Comet
C/2013 R1 (Lovejoy)
Supervisors: Eva Wirström and Mikael Lerner
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Master’s Thesis Reports
Maryam Jamali
Soft model approximation of microwave
scattering properties of ice particles
Supervisor: Patrick Eriksson

Jonas Wahlbom
Evaluation of sea level sensors at the Onsala
Space Observatory
Supervisor: Gunnar Elgered

Magnus Lindgren
A 1296 MHz Earth-Moon-Earth
communication system
Supervisor: Gunnar Elgered

Weihua Wang
Ionospheric disturbance on GNSS receivers and
other systems
Supervisor: Jan Johansson

Theresa Nilsson
Evolution of star-forming galaxies in the
early Universe, analysed with SED fitting
from optical to far-infrared
Supervisors: Kirsten Kraiberg Knudsen
and Guillaume Drouart

Göran Åhling
Modernization of fluorescent lighting with LED
Supervisor: Gunnar Elgered

Ken Ryrbo
Turbulent transport in fusion plasmas
Supervisor: Hans Nordman
Ronny Videkull
Evaluate and develop high-performance
GPS navigation using free GPS software
Supervisor: Thomas Hobiger
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Master’s programme

me given
Master’s program
artment
by us and the Dep
hysics
of Fundamental P
tment of
(from 2016 Depar
Physics).

PHYSiCS anD aSTronoMY
CarEEr oPPorTUniTiES
The skills in problem solving and advanced
experimental techniques, as well as collaboration
and presentation skills, acquired in this program are
highly valued both in the academic world and on the
job market.

From elementary particles to a complex universe
Understanding the basic laws of physics has been a fascinating
problem since the birth of modern science. It is of great intrinsic
interest and also forms the basis of other branches of science.
Trying to probe the smallest structures of matter and the largest
structures of the Universe also drives the development of new
technologies.
Physics and Astronomy is intended for students with a keen
interest in either the theoretical or experimental aspects of frontline physics and astronomy.

Previous students have found positions in for
example industrial research, consulting, product
and production development, management and
administration, financial analysis.
The interested student will also be well prepared
to enter a doctoral programme at Chalmers or at
another university in both Sweden and worldwide.

UniQUE FEaTUrES
Close connections to leading research laboratories
like the accelerator facilities at CERN and GSI, and
the Swedish National Facility for Radio Astronomy:
Onsala Space Observatory.

SPECiaLiZaTion
Through the choice of elective courses it is possible
to specialize in theoretical and/or experimental
aspects of particle physics, subatomic physics or
astrophysics.

Year 1

Quantum
Mechanics

Advanced
Quantum
Mechanics

Electrodynamics

Experimental
Modern
Physics:
Spectroscopic Astrophysics
Methods

Gravitation
and
Cosmology
Interstellar
Medium &
Star Format.

Quantum
Field Theory
Astroparticle
Physics
Advanced
Subatomic
Physics
Galaxies
& Observat.
Cosmology

Elective
courses

Elective
courses
Spring

Autumn
Year 2

Phys. Beyond
String
the Standard
Theory
Model
Modern
Subatomic Astrophysical
Dynamics
Detectors
Plasma
Physics

Elective
courses

Elective
courses

Master’s Thesis
30 or 60 Credits

Elective
courses
Autumn

Elective
courses
Spring

Semi-compulsory courses, select 4–8 of 12
The order of the courses might be changed.
The airborne radar system CARABAS

Orionnebulosan
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me given
Master’s program
artment
by us and the Dep
gy and
of Microtechnolo
Nanoscience.

Master’s programme

WirELESS, PHoToniCS anD
SPaCE EnGinEErinG
CarEEr oPPorTUniTiES

Diffractive optics

Photonics laboratory

GaN MMIC X-band transceiver fabricated at Chalmers

Electron beam lithography in
Chalmers clean room

Electromagnetic waves in research and everyday life
Wireless, Photonics and Space Engineering with their many
applications are large industries and strong research fields both
in Sweden and worldwide.
The master’s programme will prepare you for a career in this
field through studies of wireless and optical communication
components and systems, RF and microwave engineering,
photonics (phenomena and applications utilizing photons), and
space science and techniques.

The programme provides a master’s education for a
future career in engineering branches that rely heavily
on electromagnetic waves, e.g. telecommunication,
automotive electronics, space engineering,
medical applications of microwaves and photonics,
remote sensing, solid state lighting, environmental
monitoring, navigation, and radio astronomy.
You will find career opportunities in industry, at
universities, or at research institutes.

UniQUE FEaTUrES
The programme offers a unique opportunity to study
a combination of subjects where Chalmers has
world‐class facilities: Onsala Space Observatory
with radio telescopes and equipment to study the
Earth and its atmosphere, the Nanofabrication
Laboratory with a clean room for micro and
nanotechnology, and state‐of‐the‐art photonics and
microwave measurement equipment in research
laboratories.

CoUrSES
The programme starts with five compulsory courses.
Through semi-compulsory courses, students
can specialize in wireless, photonics or space
engineering, or a combination thereof. To provide
opportunities to study related fields, there is also a
wide range of elective courses.

Year 1

The research satellite Odin

Electromagnetic Waves
and
Components

Microwave
Engineering

Wireless and
Photonics
System
Engineering

Space
Science
and
Techniques

Antenna
Fundamentals Engineering
of
Photonics
Active Microwave Circuits

Autumn

Remote
Sensing

Laser
Engineering
Radar
Systems
and
Applications

Spring
Year 2

Design of
MMIC

Mm-wave &
THz Techn.

Optoelectronics

Fiber Optical
Communic.

Satellite
Communic.

Satellite
Positioning

Semiconduct.
Devices

Elective
courses
Spring

Elective
courses

Eleven feed antenna for radio telescopes
The airborne radar system CARABAS

Master’s Thesis

Semi-compulsary courses, select 3–7 of 12
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Doctoral Programme
Donal Murtagh, Deputy
Head of Department
and responsible for the
doctoral programme.

The doctoral programme is organised as the research school Radio and Space Science. One of the
three specialisations; Astronomy, Environmental Science, and Electrical Engineering may be added
to reflecting the diversity of the research carried out at the department. The school strives to give the
students a thorough understanding of the research area they have chosen with in depth studies in a
particular subject. The students should also take part in some teaching activities as well at other departmental work with the aim of achieving Chalmers goals for post-graduate education. There are currently about 27 research students in the programme — most of whom are employed by the department,
although a few have positions in industry or at other institutes. During the past year 5 PhD degrees and
4 licentiate degrees have been awarded, while 7 new post-graduate students were recruited.
We also strive to engage the PhD students in the department and have organised PhD-student fora
once per year. This years was a full day in May. Here we discussed such subjects as the results of the
introduction of new students, the personnel questionnaire, generic and transferable skills courses and
how to spread knowledge, such as good programming, among each other.

Licentiates

Niklas Falstad

Parisa Yadranjee Aghdam

Water and hydroxyl in luminous infrared galaxies:
Spectroscopic observations and modelling
January
Supervisor: Susanne Aalto

Characterisation of the Specific Capacitance
of Superconducting Tunnel Junctions
September
Supervisor: Alexey Pavalotsky

Daniel Tegnered

Emma Andersson

Gyrokinetic simulations of turbulent particle and
heat transport in tokamaks
May
Supervisor: Pär Strand

On the use of aerosol optical properties and
satellite-retrieved trace gases in regional air
quality modelling
November
Supervisor: Michael Kahnert
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Doctoral Dissertations

Jörg Beecken

Jan Torgrimsson

Remote Measurements of Gas and Particulate
Matter Emissions from Individual Ships
February
Supervisor: Johan Mellqvist

Factorized Geometrical Autofocus for
Synthetic Aperture Radar Processing
June
Supervisor: Lars Ulander

Isaac Moradi

Ole Martin Christensen

Enhancing Tropospheric Humidity Data
Records from Satellite Microwave and
Radiosonde Sensors
March
Supervisor: Patrick Eriksson

Mesospheric Measurements using
Microwave Spectroscopy
September
Supervisor: Patrick Eriksson

Vladimir Conde
Applications of DOAS, FTIR and MultiGas
for studies of evolving volcanic activity
April
Supervisor: Bo Galle
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Advanced Receiver
Development
Research group leader
Victor Belitsky

Staff
Victor Belitsky
Vincent Desmaris
Andrey Ermakov
Sven-Erik Ferm
Mathias Fredrixon
Igor Lapkin
Denis Meledin
Alexey Pavolotsky
Sareh Shafiee (Feb-)
Magnus Strandberg
Erik Sundin

Doctoral students
Parisa Aghdam
Sascha Krause
Hawal Marouf Rashid

The Group for Advanced Receiver Development (GARD) is a research and engineering group
working on Terahertz technologies and instrumentation. GARD research activities are focused
on superconducting electronics, material science and thin-film processing. The results
and experience from the research facilitate development and building of state-of-the-art
instruments used in radio astronomy and environmental science.

ALMA band 5 full production project

APEX project

At the beginning of 2013, GARD was awarded
a contract to build Band 5 receivers frequency
band from 163 GHz to 211 GHz for the entire
Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array
(ALMA). The project aims to produce 75 receiver
cartridges in collaboration with the Nederlandse
Onderzoekschool Voor Astronomie (NOVA),
NL, and is funded by the European Southern
Observatory (ESO) at the level of about 13 M€
for 5 years. ALMA Band 5 European Consortium
collaborates with the National Radio Astronomy
Observatory (NRAO), USA, providing the local
oscillator system and warm cartridge assembly.
By the end of 2015, in total 13 Band 5 receiver
cartridges have been delivered to the ALMA
project and the first fringes were achieved.

GARD has performed four missions to the APEX
telescope, which included installation of the new
receiver SEPIA (Swedish-ESO PI Instrument
for APEX) and repair of the SHeFI (Swedish
Heterodyne Facility Instrument) Band 1 mixer.
The SEPIA receiver is a completely new
instrument that allows using ALMA receiver
cartridges (up to 3) and consists of a cryostat and a
pre-production ALMA Band 5 receiver cartridge,
built under an EC FP6 funded project, and
upgraded by GARD. The SEPIA Band 5 receiver
was commissioned in 2015. ESO has contributed to
SEPIA with hardware (local oscillators and warm
cartridge assemblies purchased from NRAO) and
the commissioning.
The SEPIA receiver covers the frequency range
158–211 GHz. The para-H2O (313–220) line at
183 GHz lies in the middle of Band 5. It is one
of a few H2O lines that can be observed from
the surface of the Earth. Introduction of the
SEPIA Band 5 receiver at APEX was marked
by coordinated press releases from ESO and
Chalmers.

A new 2-channel mm-wave receiver for
the OSO 20 m telescope

GARD engineers Mathias Fredrixon, Denis Meledin and
Igor Lapkin at the APEX telescope checking the tertiary
optics of the SEPIA receiver before the installation.
Photo: Sascha Krause
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GARD has designed and built the new 2-channel
receiver for the 20 m telescope at Onsala.
The receiver itself was installed and commissioned.
The work has been carried out in extensive
collaboration with the electronics lab at the
observatory site. The receiver covers two bands:
the 4 mm band where state-of-the art amplifiers
from NRAO are used and the 3 mm band with
2SB SIS mixers from Institut de Radioastronomie
Millimétrique (IRAM) which was available for
observations already during the 2015 season.
The receiver has a very compact design suitable
for the tight space of the antenna cabin. GARD
has made a new optical design for this receiver
with a built-in calibration for both channels and
an innovative optical switch for fast switching of
observations on and off the source.

Global Environmental
Measurements and
Modelling

The Global Environmental Measurements and Modelling group focuses on the production
and interpretation of global data-sets. To a large extent these originate from the Swedish led
Odin satellite project, where we are the main data processing centre for the sub-millimetre
radiometer instrument providing the atmospheric community with quality assessed data. On
the scientific side we have continued with studies of the chemical and dynamical processes
affecting the atmosphere. As in earlier annual reports, we chose to highlight one or two
aspects of this research each year.

Research group leader
Donal Murtagh

What is the weight of clouds around the
world?
We can answer this question quite well for clouds
consisting of liquid droplets, but for ice clouds the
answer is much more uncertain. This is true both
regarding our general knowledge and how well
satellites can estimate clouds weights. Simulations
show that one way to improve the accuracy of
remote measurements of cloud ice masses is to
include sub-millimetre (sub-mm) wavelengths.
We are highly active in the development of this
observation approach. The long-term motivation
of the efforts is the Ice Cloud Imager (ICI), that
when launched around 2022 will become the
first sub-mm satellite sensor dedicated to cloud
observations.
We have contributed to ICI by practically
demonstrating some basic aspects of the
measurement approach, using Odin-SMR. The
SMR instrument operates at similar frequencies
as ICI but uses a different observation geometry.
This means that another data source is needed
to fully test out the future ICI retrievals. The
airborne ISMAR (International Sub-Millimetre
Airborne Radiometer) has been developed for
this purpose and first field campaign data were
recorded during the last year. We contribute to
the ISMAR project in several ways. First of all,
ISMAR data are mainly analysed using the ARTS
(Atmospheric Radiative Transfer Simulator)
forward model, where we are one of the two main
groups developing that software. Using ARTS we
have provided simulations that help to analyse the
calibration accuracy and polarisation response of
ISMAR. However, our main responsibility is to
develop a cloud and precipitation retrieval
algorithm. The main limitation of the retrievals

A mathematical model of one
type of cloud crystal known as an
aggregate.

Ozone change in the Northern hemisphere 2002–2013 (see text).

is that the scattering properties of cloud ice and
snow are poorly represented at present, and to
improve these properties is currently our main line
of development.

Two blobs of ozone loss
We have now analysed the entire 14 year data
record of ozone observations using our data
assimilation technique that allows us to determine
chemical ozone loss. The technique works by
running parallel model runs. One where the
initial ozone field at the beginning of the winter
is simply allowed to be transported by the winds
(passive ozone) and one where we adjust the
model in a statistical manner with each new
ozone measurement. By subtracting the passive
ozone from the active ozone we get the chemical
loss separatred from the effects of dynamics. The
figure shows the degree of ozone change for the
Northern hemisphere for the years 2002–2013 for
altitudes from about 16 km to 30 km expressed
in potential temperature. In cold winters such as
2011 you can see the loss in lower stratospheric
(< 600 K) ozone resulting from chlorine chemistry
while in the warmer years such as 2009 and 2013
you can see large losses between altitudes with
temperatures of 600 K and 900 K at the end of the
winter. The latter loss is associated with nitrogen
oxides mixing in from lower latitudes or possibly
by downward transport from very high altitudes.
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Staff
Patrick Eriksson
Hannah Imhof( Oct-)
Ashley Jones (Nov-)
Michael Kahnert
(adj. prof.)
Donal Murtagh
Kristell Perot
Joel Rasch (-Jan)
David Simpson
(adj. prof.)

Doctoral students
Emma Andersson
Ole Martin Christensen
(-Sep)
Robin Ekelund (May-)
Joonas Kiviranta (Aug-)
Julia Ringsby (Nov-)
Kazutoshi Sagi

Optical Remote Sensing
Research group leader
Bo Galle

The optical remote sensing group is working with development and application of ground-based
optical remote sensing methods for atmospheric measurements. In specific we are focusing on
tailoring instruments and measurement strategies to address specific measurement problems
related to environmental research and monitoring needs. The work is very international and field
oriented, and spans a large variety of disciplines.

Emissions from ships

Staff
Santiago Arellano
Jörg Beecken (Mar-)
Johan Ekholm
Bo Galle
Johan Mellqvist

Doctoral students
Jörg Beecken (-Feb)
Vladimir Conde (-Apr)
John Johansson

The ScanDOAS instrument measuring the gas emission from
Holuhraun volcanic fissure eruption on Iceland. Photo: Bo Galle

Volcanic gas measurements
Since 2001 we are strongly involved in developing methods to quantify gas emission from active
volcanoes. The EU-project NOVAC (Network
for Observation of Volcanic and Atmospheric
Change), coordinated by Chalmers, was initiated
in fall 2005. This project aims at establishing a
network of instruments for gas measurements and
today comprises 27 of the most active volcanoes
in the world. In 2013 a new project DECADE
(Deep earth Carbon Degassing) was initiated,
aiming at improving the knowledge on CO2 emission from volcanoes as part of a large scale international effort DCO, Deep Carbon Observatory.
During 2015 we have also made significant efforts
in the EU-project FUTUREVOLC on Iceland, in
specific in relation to the volcanic fissure eruption
at Holuhraun yielding SO2 emissions exceeding
100 000 ton/day. During the year fieldwork has
been carried out on volcanoes in Iceland, Ecuador and Costa Rica.

Industrial hydrocarbon emissions
Emissions of hydrocarbons from oil related
industrial activities constitute an important
environmental problem. We have developed
optical methods for quantification of emissions of
hydrocarbons, NO2 , SO2 and we are involved in
joint European work, CEN WG 38, to standardize
these techniques. We participated in the NASA
Discover AQ project in Houston in 2013 and during 2014 and 2015 we have been working on these
data to compare the measurements with similar
ones carried out from airplanes and ground sites.
12

A method, for remote airborne and ground based
measurements of exhaust gas emissions from
ships has been developed. The aim with this
system is to be able to control whether ships obey
new environmental regulation within EU and
the international maritime organization, IMO.
During 2014 the system was rebuilt into a Navajo
Piper aircraft and then the installation was certified by the European Air Safety Agency. The
system was used operationally during 2015 for
airborne surveillance of ships around the coast of
Denmark and measurements from the Great Belt
Bridge, funded by Danish Environmental Protection Agency. We have also carried out similar
studies at Älvsborgs fästning in the ship channel
of Gothenburg within the EU project CompMon.
In October 2015 we participated in a ship emission study in the port of Long Beach and Los
Angeles, funded by the South Coast air quality
management district to assess the influence of
ship activities on the air quality in Los Angeles.

Sniffer inlet at the Great Belt Bridge. More than 3000
ships were inspected during the second half of 2015.
Photo: Johan Mellqvist

Stratospheric ozone depletion and
satellite validation
Since 1994 we are operating a high resolution
FTIR for Solar spectroscopy at Harestua in
southern Norway. The instrument is part of the
Network for the Detection of Atmospheric Composition Change, and its main purpose is to study
the composition of the atmosphere in relation
to climate gases and to gases that induce stratospheric ozone loss. During 2015 regular measurements have been carried out, financed by the
Swedish Environmental Protection Agency.

Plasma Physics and
Fusion Energy

The group Plasma Physics and Fusion Energy is focused on theoretical research on turbulent
transport and energetic particle physics of burning fusion plasmas. The research is strongly
integrated with the international research activities, in particular the EU and ITER program, for
the realisation of fusion energy as a safe, clean, and sustainable energy source. In addition
to the topic areas detailed below, the group is also promoting these research areas in the
Integrated Tokamak modelling programme on the European level.

Turbulent transport and modelling
The strong gradients in temperature present
in tokamak fusion plasmas provide a source
of free energy that feeds instabilities over a
wide range of sizes and frequencies. These
instabilities in turn drive turbulence which
results in large transport of heat and particles
across the confining magnetic field. The large
turbulent transport crucially affects the size
and performance of a fusion device. Our
current work is focused on realistic large
scale gyrokinetic turbulence simulations of
experiments at the Joint European Torus
(JET), and further theoretical developments
of a computationally efficient fluid model for
turbulent transport.
While turbulence is responsible for most of the
transport in a fusion plasma, collisions of the
plasma particles and the curvature of the magnetic
field also drive the usually weaker neoclassical
transport. When the length scales governing them
are sufficiently close, i.e. the ratio between the ion
gyration radius and the pressure gradient length
is not small, interaction between neoclassical and
turbulent phenomena is possible. Our activity in
this field focuses on studying the mechanisms of
this interaction, in particular, how the neoclassical
radial electric field modifies the pattern of shear
flows which regulates the level of turbulent
transport. Additionally, we study how the presence
of the neoclassical transport channel changes the
frequency and amplitude of turbulent transport
bursts (avalanches, see figure).
Computational modelling of turbulent transport
is very demanding, requiring the use of
supercomputers. Modelling larger plasmas, e.g.,
ITER, with sufficient detail, and approaching
the goal of predictive simulations, pushes
computational demand even further. To meet
these challenges, the group is also involved in
developing the simulation code GENE to be
able to utilize future supercomputers. Current,
and future, flagship supercomputers have around
90 % of their computational power in Graphics
Processing Units (GPUs) or similar accelerators.

Research group leader
Hans Nordman

Staff
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Radial heat flux avalanche patterns in gyrokinetic simulations
of ion temperature gradient turbulence. The presence of
neoclassical transport (right) decreases the frequency and
amplitude of events with high turbulent transport.

The ongoing effort is to port GENE to GPUs,
targeting the Titan supercomputer, the world #2
supercomputer

Energetic particle physics
One important objective for the next generation
tokamak ITER is the study of alpha particle
production, confinement and consequent heating
of the main plasma. In fact, energetic particles
constitute the only heating alternative beyond
the Ohmic regime, but are also known to play a
decisive role for plasma stability. For example,
fast particles are prone to excite wave instabilities
in the Alfvénic frequency range, which may
subsequently lead to severely degraded alpha
particle confinement and heating. Within this
field, our research activity focuses on theory
development and modeling of nonlinear waveparticle interaction, which is motivated by the need
to assess the implications of Alfvénic activity on
burning plasma scenarios and may further provide
opportunities to extract information on the plasma
core via comparison with diagnostic measurements.
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Radar Remote Sensing
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The objective of our research is to develop and understand advanced radar methods
and their application in forestry, glaciology and oceanography. The group specialises in
synthetic aperture radar (SAR) and develops algorithms for SAR image formation including
autofocus. Large-scale forest mapping is an important application motivated by the
need for improved climate change prediction, storm-damage mitigation and sustainable
management in commercial forestry. Ocean surface winds and currents, and sea ice are
other applications with importance for the climate system, but also for support to ship
routing and other maritime activities.

Autofocus within the scope of SAR
processing

Measuring sea surface currents in
Skagerrak

In 2015 the group made great progress in the field
of SAR autofocus. In close collaboration with
SAAB Electronic Defence Systems, the development of the Factorized Geometrical Autofocus
(FGA) algorithm advanced. The run time of the
algorithm was reduced substantially and the autofocus routine was made more robust.
A method used to analyse how motion measurement errors affect a SAR image was also developed. The strategy compares a reference geometry
to an error model to estimate
the loss of focus. This approach
can be employed to support the
FGA algorithm and to specify
requirements on the motion
measurement system, i.e. regarding accuracy. The FGA algorithm
was evaluated successfully on
ultra-wideband data acquired in
the VHF frequency band by the
Swedish CARABAS system.
Errors due to a constant acceleration were added to the navigation data prior to processing,
i.e. to simulate a drifting inertial
measurement unit (without GPS
support). The autofocus routine
was then applied to correct the
erroneous geometry, eventually
producing a focused SAR image.
This result demonstrates that the
FGA algorithm has the capacity
to relax requirements on expensive and export-restricted motion
measurements systems. Future
work will reveal if the FGA algorithm can be used to compensate
for missing navigation data.

Sea surface water and anything that floats with
it moves depending on the sea surface currents
velocity and direction. With accurate information
about the sea surface current field the drift of an
oil spill can be forecasted as well as back tracked
to its source, a missing person in the water might
be found in time and saved, a lost container can be
found and collisions be avoided and the transport of nutrients or hazardous substances can be
estimated.

Autofocus with FGA algorithm.
(Top) Reference image, no errors
added. (Mid) Defocused image,
errors added. (Bottom) FGA
image, errors cancelled out.
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Continuous monitoring of the currents fields at
Skagerrak has until recently only been provided
by sparse single point measurements. This changed
between September 2014 and December 2015,
when our group, together with the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI) and
the Swedish Defence Research Agency (FOI) cooperated on the installation and evaluation of two
High Frequency (HF) radars at the Swedish west
coast. The main purpose of this time limited installation was to test possibilities to map sea surface
currents and to detect ships in Skagerrak.
The surface current maps produced by the combination of the data from both radars is currently
used for validation of satellite estimates of surface
current fields in our group and of forecasting
models at SMHI.

Example of common coverage of the two HF
radars (green) installed on the West Coast of
Sweden with simultaneous brightness temperature
data (grey) from a satellite. radiometer.

Space Geodesy and
Geodynamics
Our main interests are geodynamic phenomena and atmospheric processes.
We study e.g. deformations of the Earth’s crust due to mass redistribution, interand intra-plate tectonics, loading effects, and variations in the Earth’s orientation
and rotation. We also study spatial and temporal variations of water vapour in the
atmosphere. We address these research topics using a variety of observational
techniques together with theoretical modelling.

Research group leader
Rüdiger Haas

Inter-continental frequency transfer
Observations from the Global Positioning Sytem
(GPS) and Very Long Baseline Interferometry
(VLBI) were used to investigate the potential of
these techniques to compare highly accurate frequency standards over inter-continental distances.
Using the two techniques individually, frequencylink instabilities at the level of 10-14 to 10-15 can
be achieved on inter-continental baselines and
averaging times of one day. However, when using
a combined analysis approach of both techniques
together, a small but consistent improvement for
the frequency transfer of up to 10 % is achieved,
in particular for averaging periods of more than
3000 s.

Automated near real-time earth rotation
We studied the possibilities to perform an automated analysis of VLBI data on one long east-west
oriented baseline to derive the earth rotation angle
in near real-time. In particular, the impact of different apriori data on the accuracy of the results was
investigated. The study shows that it is possible to
analyse VLBI data in fully automated mode to provide the earth rotation angle with very low latency.
However, in order to guarantee the earth rotation
angle with an accuracy of better than 20 microseconds, it is necessary to use a priori polar motion
data that is not older than 12 hours.

Staff
Gunnar Elgered
The GNSS-controlled drone used for exercises in the research
group’s master’s course in satellite positioning.
Photo: Joakim Strandberg

Development of the GNSS course
A new lab exercise for the research group’s master’s course in satellite positioning was developed.
The topic of this exercise is real-time positioning
with GNSS support and in particular so-called
real-time kinematic systems. For this purpose, a
small drone was purchased that can be flown with
manual control, but can also follow autonomously
a pre-programmed flight path when making use of
GNSS measurements. The latter flight mode can be
realized either by standard single point positioning
or using differential real-time kinematic observations. On-board sensors can collect data along the
flight path, which can then be used by the course
participants in lab exercises.

Influence of the accuracy
of a priori polar motion
information on the accuracy
of the earth-rotation angle
determination (see text).
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The interstellar medium, star and planet
formation
We have observed emission from H2O, NH3 and
N2H+ towards high-mass starless cores and protostellar objects in two Galactic fields, each containing objects in different evolutionary stages. The
molecules are sensitive to different physical and
chemical conditions, and the detections show complex line shapes from the protostellar envelopes,
molecular outflows and infall. The chemical characteristics of massive cold clumps, and the comparison with those of their low-mass counterparts,
can provide crucial clues about the exact role that
chemistry plays in differentiating the early phases
of low-mass and high-mass star formation.
We have also investigated the ratio of nuclear spin
types, the ortho-to-para ratio of NH2 in interstellar
gas using unique observations obtained with the
Herschel-HIFI instrument.

describe how a star loses mass during a thermal
pulse (which drives the chemical evolution of Sunlike stars).

Dec. offset [arcsec]

Research group leader
Susanne Aalto

Our research covers a wide range of topics from planetary atmospheres, through the
early evolution of stars and planets, to late stages of stellar evolution, the physics
and chemistry of interstellar and intergalactic matter, the structure and evolution of
galaxies, and cosmology. We carry out observations both at radio frequencies and
in other parts of the spectrum. We do theoretical research and develop numerical
simulations and models of complex systems like galaxies and gas clouds and help
to develop future telescopes on the ground and in space. Here we present a few
examples of the group’s recent results.
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The current paradigm of star formation through
accretion discs, and magneto-hydrodynamically
driven gas ejections, predicts the development of
collimated outflows. Using VLA observations we
have shown that the massive protostar W75N(B)VLA 2 has a thermal ionized wind that has
evolved in 18 years from a compact source into
a collimated elongated one.

Evolved and dying stars
ALMA has given us the sharpest view ever of the
famous double star Mira. For the very first time
at millimetre wavelengths, we have been able to
resolve the stellar disc of the asymptotic giant
branch (AGB) star Mira A as well as the wind of
its companion star. In addition to size and temperature, the observations surprisingly revealed a
strong flare, of more than 10,000 K, at the surface.
Such stellar activity is not expected on an AGB
star and could indicate that magnetic activity is
an important factor in expelling vast amounts of
material into the stellar wind.
We also observed the shell and circumstellar
environment around the evolved star R Sculptoris.
For the first time we were able to observationally
16
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ALMA maps of CO emission from the evolved star R Sculptoris,
showing signs of intense mass-loss a few thousand years ago.

HD101584 is a bright object in the sky, but its true
nature has been unclear. ALMA CO observations are now revealing details on this system as a
binary where a dying red giant star has captured a
neighbouring companion. The “Fried Egg Nebula”
is the mass-loss envelope of a rare kind of star
called a yellow hypergiant. Millimeter-wave observations of CO show that the mass-loss has been
irregular and asymmetrical.
Stellar mass is one of the fundamental parameters
governing the stellar evolution from its birth to
its death and once a star evolves off the main
sequence, it is extremely difficult to determine.
The heterodyne instrument (HIFI) aboard the
Herschel Space Observatory was used to observe
red giants which are losing mass at a very high
rate, making the central star invisible due to the
large amount of dust produced in the circumstellar
envelopes. By observing isotopologues of water
towards red giants, we were able to determine the
lower limit of the initial mass of a number of stars.

Galaxies
ALMA and Herschel are powerful instruments
for studying galaxy evolution using molecules to
trace dynamical, chemical, and physical conditions. These tools are particularly important when
probing extremely dust-enshrouded galaxy nuclei
that are not accessible by optical tracers. We have
pioneered techniques to use vibrationally excited
transitions of HCN to peek inside the thick veils of
dust hiding the true nature of extremely obscured
galaxy nuclei. The emission reveals a previously
unknown growth spur of the supermassive black
hole and its surrounding stellar component. These
nuclei may also drive massive, cold molecular
winds that may empty the nuclear regions of gas
and dust in a few tens of Myr. With the IRAM
Plateau de Bure Interferometer telescope we studied for the first time the chemistry of the molecular outflow of the quasar Mrk231.
With ALMA the field of extragalactic astrochemistry is undergoing a revolution. We find that the
luminous infrared galaxy (LIRG) NGC4418 has
chemical properties that are very different from
normal star forming galaxies. Herschel observations of the LIRG Zw049 reveal unusually high
H2O abundances tracing a compact region near
the nucleus excited either by a growing supermassive black hole or an extremely compact burst of
star formation. We also use highly excited CO,
OH, and ionized carbon [C II] to investigate the
evolutionary status of star formation in nearby star
forming galaxies.
We study the effects of cosmic ray particles in
galaxies, including nuclear processes, ionization of
interstellar matter, and the diffuse glow of gamma
rays.
Applications of dynamical models and diagnostics,
developed by the group, to observations of nearby
disc galaxies reveal that gravitational instability,
radial inflow and disc heating have driven the
formation of the inner structures and the dynamics
of molecular gas.

The high redshift Universe
We have discovered one of the most distant galaxies found so far. While only a very small number
of such galaxies are known, the largest difference
is that this galaxy, A1689-zD1, is very dusty. In fact
it is the only one of the normal star-forming galaxies found during the first billion years after the
big bang that has a proper detection of dust (and
gas). With an estimated age of only a few hundred
million years, the time for dust production similar
to local galaxies is insufficient, so the question
remains what are the dust production mechanisms. We estimate the dust mass to be similar to
that of our Milky Way, while the stellar mass is
only a few per cent of the Milky Way.

Optical image of the galaxy cluster Abell 1689, which is
gravitationally lensing the background galaxy A1689-zD1 by
a factor ~9.5. The insets zoom further to A1689-zD1 and the
red (and green) color channel shows near-infrared light. The
contours show the ALMA observations of the thermal dust
emission. Credits: Hubble Space Telescope image from ESA/
NASA/ESO; the zoom-in from K. Knudsen.

Hot, dust-obscured galaxies (Hot DOGs) are
believed to be distant galaxies in a brief transition
between intense starburst phase and a non-obscured
quasar phase in massive galaxy mergers. Sub-mm
observations have found them to be active galactic nuclei (AGN)-dominated, with extremely high
luminosities of LIR > 1014 Le. The spectral energy
distribution of their emission suggests that it is
dominated by hot dust.
To allow for the study (and statistics) of very faint
emission from the distant Universe we have deve
loped an algorithm for stacking of interferometric
data.
The chemistry of the very distant Universe can be
studied through absorption lines towards distant
quasars. The so-called inert elements like argon
can form molecular bonds when they are ionized.
Sensitive absorption line observations with ALMA
revealed that the ArH+ molecule exists in the interstellar medium of a distant galaxy.

ALMA view of a ring of hot and dense molecular gas tracing
the intense star formation in the nucleus of the luminous galaxy
NGC1614. The ring is 400 pc (about 1300 light years) across.
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Onsala Space Observatory (OSO) is the Swedish National Facility for Radio Astronomy.
In Onsala, the observatory operates two parabolic radio telescopes, a 25 m diameter
cm-wave dish and a 20 m diameter mm-wave dish, and the Swedish LOFAR (Low
Frequency Array) station. The observatory is also one of three partners in the Atacama
Pathfinder Experiment (APEX), a 12 m diameter submillimetre-wave telescope in Chile,
and provides the channel through which Sweden is involved in large international radio
astronomy projects, such as EVN (European VLBI Network), LOFAR, ALMA (Atacama
Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array), and SKA (Square Kilometre Array). Geoscience
activities are also a part of the mission of the observatory. The equipment consists of
receivers for GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite Systems), several tide gauge sensors, a
superconducting gravimeter, a seismometer, and radiometers for aeronomy. The 20 m
telescope is partly used for geodetic VLBI (Very Long Baseline Interferometry).
The 20 m telescope
A new receiver for the 4 mm band, 67–87 GHz,
was installed in the autumn 2015. The 4 mm band
is not available generally to European astronomers and barely covered anywhere in the world.
The band around 4 mm contains a rich collection
of molecular-line transitions, including those of
many deuterated species. This new receiver (as
the 3 mm receiver installed in 2014) is dual polarisation sideband separating, each sideband having
a bandwidth of 4 GHz. The receiver temperature
is approximately 50–60 K (single-sideband).
A special call for science verification observations with the new 4 mm receiver, issued late
2015 and requiring a principal investigator with
a Swedish affiliation, attracted a large interest
with 10 proposals requesting observations of, e.g.,
circumstellar masers and star-forming regions.
About 20 single-dish projects were observed with
the 20 m telescope in 2015, with topics ranging
from star formation and evolved stars, through
molecules and turbulence in Galactic interstellar
gas, to properties of molecular gas in other galaxies. The 20 m telescope was also used for VLBI
observations by the astronomical and geodetical
communities.

international VGOS (VLBI Geodetic Observing
System) recommendations, and lead to improved
measurement accuracy: 1 mm for station position
and 0.1 mm/yr for station velocity.

New tide gauge
A new super tide gauge, built in cooperation with
the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI), was inaugurated on 17 September
2015. It is also a site in SMHI:s national network,
and must have a high reliability. Therefore, it
measures sea level with two methods simultaneously: with a radar and with a so called bubble
sensor. The super tide gauge measures the sea
level relative to the Earth’s crust. It complements
the experimental GNSS tide gauge in Onsala,
which measures sea level relative to the Earth’s
centre of gravity by using GNSS receivers.

Gravimeters
The permanently operating superconducting
gravimeter in Onsala determines gravity changes
due to e.g. tides, atmosphere, and mass redistribution in the environment, but even polar motion.
For secular changes like post-glacial isostatic adjustment, other instruments that measure gravity
in an absolute sense (however with less resolution
in every single observation) are needed. Two such
instruments visited the gravity laboratory in February 2015: a novel gravimeter based on neutralatom optical interferometry (GAIN). In parallel
the convential, falling corner-cube gravimeter
FG5X from Leibniz University Hannover was

Spectrum of HDO (and other molecules) in Orion obtained
with the new 4 mm receiver on the Onsala 20 m telescope.

The Onsala Twin Telescope
Construction of the two new 13.2 m diameter
radio telescopes, for geodetic VLBI, started in
2015. The first test observations with the new
telescopes, the Onsala Twin Telescope (OTT),
will begin in 2016. The OTT will follow the new
18

Visiting gravimeters and their electronic equipment in the OSO
gravity laboratory. Photos: Hans-Georg Scherneck

operated. It shows in the background, belittled of
the tall free-fall assembly of GAIN (left picture)
and its racks (right).

Other activities in Onsala
Observations of, e.g., pulsars with the LOFAR
station in Onsala continued in 2015, both as a part
of the International LOFAR Telescope and in
stand-alone mode. The 20 m and 25 m telescopes
participated in astronomical VLBI observations,
mainly within the European VLBI Network
(EVN). The VLBI technique is being developed
to larger bandwidths and higher data transfer
rates. An example is the DIVA project within
RadioNet, where data transfer at 32 Gbit/s were
tested between OSO and Noto in Italy.
The Square Kilometre Array (SKA) project is
now in its design phase. Chalmers and OSO are
part of two design consortia. Within the Wideband Single Pixel Feeds (WBSPF) consortium,
OSO is designing a feed horn for 4.6–26 GHz.
The project has passed a System Requirement
Review. Within the Dish consortium, OSO has
designed a feeder, worked on a prototype cryostat, and tested low-noise amplifiers, all for the
350–1050 MHz band.
The outreach activities have continued, with, e.g.,
school classes and other groups visiting the observatory, as described elsewhere in this report.

APEX
A new instrument called SEPIA, with room for
three receivers, was installed on APEX in early
2015. The first receiver, for 158–211 GHz, was
installed at the same time. This frequency band
includes an important spectral line of water at
183 GHz, but also many transitions of other
molecules of large astrophysical interest.
Due to the water vapour in Earth’s atmosphere,
the 183 GHz water line can only be observed
from dry sites at high altitudes, like Chajnantor
where APEX is situated. The SEPIA recevier
was built by the Group for Advanced Receiver
Development (GARD), and is based on an
ALMA band 5 receiver (also developed by
GARD).
A special call for science verification observations with the new SEPIA receiver was issued
early 2015, requiring a principal investigator with
a Swedish affiliation. Later, SEPIA was also
offered to the whole scientific community for normal observations. In total, more than 30 requests
for observations with SEPIA on Swedish APEX
time were made in 2015.
Observations with the SuperCam visiting instrument (a 64-pixel 345 GHz heterodyne array built

ALMA has detected a very strong magnetic field close to
a supermassive black hole in distant galaxy. This artist’s
impression shows such a black hole with its brilliant accretion
disc, a high-speed jet and intense magnetic field. Credit: ESO/L.
Calçada

by the University of Arizona and installed in the
autumn of 2014), continued during the spring of
2015. SuperCam is useful for mapping wide areas
in the CO(3–2) line, e.g., the Galactic Plane and
the Magellanic Clouds.
In total, 45 projects were observed at APEX during Swedish time in 2015. The principal investigators of these projects were affiliated with research
organisations and universities in 10 different
countries. Most of the projects used the SHeFI
heterodyne receiver, but also the new SEPIA
receiver, the SuperCam array, and the bolometer
cameras LABOCA and ArTeMiS were used. Like
previous years, the projects covered a wide range
of research topics, e.g., star formation, the Galactic interstellar medium, evolved stars, and galaxies of different kinds. At least 64 refereed papers
based on APEX data were published in 2015.

ALMA
The Nordic ARC node based at OSO has continued to assist Nordic users of ALMA, e.g. through
workshops arranged in Gothenburg and Uppsala.
Several Nordic astronomers have also visited the
ARC node in Onsala. The Nordic proposals to
ALMA Cycle 3 were very successful: 27.5 % were
accepted. The ARC node arranged a meeting in
Smögen with 54 participants from the European
ARC network, and is also heavily involved in the
European verification of results from ALMA.
A new technique to analyze ALMA data in order
to study magnetic fields through the polarization
of radiation has been developed at the observatory. The technique was applied to ALMA
observations of the active galactic nucleus (AGN)
in the distant galaxy PKS 1830-211. An extremely
powerful magnetic field, beyond anything previously detected in the core of a galaxy, very close
to the event horizon of the supermassive black
hole in the AGN was revealed. The magnetic field
is located precisely at the place where matter is
suddenly boosted away from the black hole in the
form of a jet. Never before has it been possible to
study magnetic fields so close to the black hole in
an AGN.
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Public Outreach
In our outreach programme we engage with the public in order to communicate the
excitement and importance of science to people of all ages.

Sensing Planet Earth: Water and Ice

During 2015 we initiated and produced the online
material for two new Chalmers MOOCs (massive
open online courses), Sensing Planet Earth —
(1) from Core to Outer Space and (2) Water and
Ice. The courses will be given on the edX web
portal during February–April 2016 and the target
audience is teachers and students at the upper
secondary school level as well as the general public
in order to stimulate the interest and knowledge of
our planet.
In total 1889 people visited the observatory in
Onsala, its telescopes and exhibition. School
groups of all ages accounted for 27 of the tours.
We also supported a small number of visits
and Skype conversations with school classes. In
October we hosted two work experience (prao)
students. Many visitors to Onsala came as part
of two public open days, during the Gothenburg
Science Festival and on the open house the last
Sunday in May. Fifty invited guests attended the
inauguration of the super tide gauge in September.
During both the Science Festival and on Mother’s
Day and Night of Astronomy in October, we
organised and co-organised many talks and other
events in Gothenburg and in Kungsbacka.

Sensing Planet Earth: From Core to Outer Space
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Our SALSA radio telescopes were booked for
an average of 24 hours per week, on average
4.5 h per booking, by students, teachers and
amateur astronomers from Sweden and from as
far away as the US, Bangladesh and Honduras.
Most users study the movements of interstellar
gas in the Milky Way. We provided supervision for
a number of Swedish high school projects using
SALSA.
We communicated news from scientists to the
media in collaboration with Chalmers press office
and with ESO. News reports from Sweden and
around the world reported on the super tide gauge,
LOFAR’s image of galaxy M82, ALMA’s discovery
of strong magnetic fields near a supermassive
black hole, a surprisingly dusty galaxy in the early
universe, evidence of activity on the red giant star
Mira, and the installation of Sepia on APEX.
We handled many media enquiries on
astronomical topics and were regularly quoted
in news media. We provided support to the SKA
Key Science meeting in Stockholm in August 2015,
and during the year communicated news about
SKA via the project’s Swedish website. In October
we hosted a meeting of the EU-funded network
RadioNet3’s outreach project, and helped finalise
the production of a comic book for young people
(“Eagle View Network”) about the history of the
European VLBI Network. We translated “Invisible
Universe”, a workbook on radio astronomy for
primary schools.
GARD guided pupils of ages 10–13 from schools
in the Göteborg area in the cleanroom facility
during the yearly Science Festival. Through
hands-on microelectronics experiments the pupils
became “nanoscientists for a day”.

Facts and Figures
2015

Income (SEK 1,000)

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

Research grants

95,977

91,513

90,298

86,816

88,868

Research, faculty funding

41,339

41,543

38,099

37,561

35,195

First degree & master’s studies

7,637

7,720

6,602

5,980

6,394

Other

4,419

2,308

4,003

3,531

4,040

Chalmers foundation

1,481

1,771

–

125

524

Total

Used grants (SEK 1,000)

150,853 144,855 139,002 136,025 135,021

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

Personnel

85,490

78,622

74,068

68,504

67,284

Internal overhead, IT, etc.

18,232

17,561

17,410

18,144

17,492

Fees (APEX, JIVE, etc.)

10,043

10,322

9,274

9,580

7,680

8,780

9,505

9,322

8,656

8,776

14,372

12,724

14,279

12,685

19,959

Investments

6,325

5,919

6,174

6,472

5,130

Travel

5,816

4,110

4,086

3,818

4,500

Premises
Other

Total

External funding (SEK 1,000)
Swedish Research Council
European Community

149,058 138,763 134,613 127,859 130,821

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

51,921

46,128

46,006

49,007

50,654

9,185

11,821

6,238

12,885

12,378

Swedish National Space Board

18,251

16,516

17,429

12,621

10,898

Other

11,741

9,863

10,735

7,413

8,345

7,821

-

7,404

2,391

1,548

Intl. Org. – ESA, ESO, CNES
VINNOVA (Swedish Govt.
Agency for Innovation Systems)
Total

Personnel (Dec 31)
Professors

1,817

2,547

4,553

4,112

4,537

100,736

95,318

92,365

88,429

90,342

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

16

15

14

12

11

Adjunct professors

6

7

7

6

5

Associate professors/
University lecturers

9

10

8

10

10

Assistant professors

1

1

3

3

4

Researchers

3

3

2

2

5

Post doc

20

13

10

8

1

Research engineers

28

26

24

21

21

Technical staff

13

15

12

12

16

Administrative staff

7

7

7

7

8

Doctoral students

27

25

30

31

36

Ammanuens
Total

1

-

–

2

–

133

121

117

118

114
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Organisation
Local Collaboration
Group

Management Group

Head of Department
(Gunnar Elgered)

HR Specialist
(Sofie Jansson)

Onsala Space
Observatory

Teaching staff

Departmental
Advisory Group

Deputy Head and
Director of Graduate
Studies
(Donal Murtagh)
Vice Head and
Director of
Undergraduate
Studies
(Magnus Thomasson)

(John Conway)

The Swedish National Facility for
Radio Astronomy

Administration
(Ingrid Jakobson)

Advanced Receiver
Development
(Victor Belitsky)

Global Environmental
Measurements and
Modelling
(Donal Murtagh)

Optical Remote
Sensing
(Bo Galle)

Plasma Physics and
Fusion Energy
(Hans Nordman)

Radar Remote
Sensing
(Leif Eriksson)

Radio Astronomy and
Astrophysics
(Susanne Aalto)

Space Geodesy and
Geodynamics
(Rüdiger Haas)

Departmental Advisory Group

External representatives 2015
• Göran Netzler, Chairman
• Göran Berndes, Chalmers’ President’s representative
• Thomas Lewin, Ericsson Research
• Sven Grahn, Swedish Space Corporation
• Marie Rådbo, University of Gothenburg

Internal representatives 2015
• Gunnar Elgered, Head of Department
• Camilla Andersson, Secretary
• Alessandro Romeo, Teachers’ representative
• Leif Eriksson, Teachers’ representative
• Alexey B. Pavolotsky, Technical/Administrative
staff’s representative
• Niklas Falstad, PhD Student’s representative
• Emil Rosenberg, Students’ representative
• Filippa Hallqvist, Students’ representative
• Kirsten Kraiberg Knudsen, Substitute teachers’
representative

Management Group

Teaching Staff

The management group handles strategic as well as
operational matters for the department as a whole.
It meets every third week. The group consists of:
the Head of Department, the Deputy Head, the
Vice Head, a Secretary, the Head of Administration
and Finance, the Personnel Officer, the Director
of the Onsala Space Observatory and our seven
research group leaders.

The teaching staff had on the average over 2015
approximately 25 members. Johan Mellqvist was
the Chairman and Arto Heikkilä was the Vice
Chairman up to the summer. Thereafter, these
tasks were taken over by Alessandro Romeo
and Hans-Georg Scherneck, respectively. The
group has an advisory function on research and
educational issues and meets 4–5 times per year.

The advisory team’s task is to identify and take a
standpoint on overall strategic issues that are of relevance
to the long-term development of the department, and to
support the department’s steering group in other matters
that may arise. The team met three times during 2015.

Local Collaboration Group
The Local Collaboration Group is a forum for discussing all issues concerning the management of the
department: appointment of staff members, matters related to the premises and general working conditions,
including the work environment (physical as well as psychosocial) and gender equality.
The group consist of the Head of Department, the Head of Administration and Finance, the Personnel
Officer, three representatives from our unions, a work environment ombudsman and an equality ombudsman,
and meets every sixth week.
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Administration and Finance
The group works with organisational and financial planning and follow-up, accounting, study administration,
HR administration, purchasing, web and other forms of communication, as well as any other services needed
by the research and teaching staff. On December 31 the group consisted of:
• Ingrid Jakobson
Head of Administration and Finance

• Paula Rosell
Administrator

• Maria Karlsson
Department Financial Officer

• Paulina Sjögren
Administrator

• Katarina Norheim
Financial Officer

• Oskar Ängermark
Communications Officer

• Camilla Andersson
Administrator

Leif Eriksson and Wiebke Aldenhoff
on the Swedish icebreaker Oden
in the Arctic
Ocean north of Svalbard. Frej, the
second Swedish icebreaker on the
expedition,
can be seen in the background.

omasson

Antennas

Photo: Magnus Th
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Telephone: +46 31-772 10 00
Internet: www.chalmers.se/rss
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